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STATE BURSARIES IN SCIENCE

In order to meet the demands of the Services and of Industry for technical

officers, the Board of Education have established a scheme of State Bursaries

tenable at Universities and at certain technical colleges by boys and girls who

have reached the required educational standard.

The demand is particularly pressing for men and women for Radio work for which

Physics in essential; others will be required for posts needing qualifications in

Engineering and in Chemistry.

The Bursaries will cover the payment of fees and maintenance allowances

calculated to meet the full cost of residence at the University or College at

which the awards are held. They will be offered without regard to parents’
circumstances.

The qualifying standard will be a pass in Physics, Chemistry or Mathematics

in certain combinations in the Higher Certificate Examinations.

The Bursaries will shortly be offered by the Board to those candidates who

have reached the necessary standard in the Higher Certificate Examinations held

recently.

Applications are being accepted also from boys and girls who have passed the

London Inter B. Sc. in the appropriate subjects, as the result of full tine study!

Applications cannot as a rule be entertained from pupils who left school

before the end of last term and are now in employment, nor will students at present

attending Universities and University Colleges be considered eligible. The minimum

age is 18 years, unless the applicant possesses exceptional qualifications.

It is expected that some of the holders of State Bursaries may be able to

qualify for a University Degree before they are required for National Service;

others will have to relinquish their University Course at the end of a year’s

training. The Board have promised that in suitable cases these mil be considered

after the War for such assistance as nay be necessary to enable then to complete

a Degree course.

Eligible candidates, who have not already done so, are being asked to send to

the Board of Education (Branksome Dene Hotel, Bournemouth) their name, age, address

and school, together with information as to the University or College to which they

would prefer to be allocated and the course (in Physics with Radio, in Electrical

Engineering with Radio, Chemistry or Engineering) which they would prefer to take.

Arrangements have been made by the Scottish Education Department for the

award of Bursaries to any applicants in Scotland who are deemed to possess the

requisite qualifications.
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